Wealthall’s Index of MP’s Integrity Score (WIMPIS)
An Aptitude Test for Candidates for Public Office
Circulate Unaltered or view at http://wealthalls.wordpress.com
The following questionnaire is designed so as you can assess the character and
suitability of candidates for public office. It has been designed by a well-known
New Zealand survey and research company, who validated it both internally by
leaving it on the staff room coffee table, and externally during visits to their old
employees, now having ‘time-out’ at Mt Eden.
Instructions for administering WIMPIS
# Approach the candidate surreptitiously, preferably in a confined space with no
back exit.
# Keep the survey form hidden before whipping open your rain coat and
revealing it.
# In an authoritative voice state “I am about to administer WIMPIS to you.”
“Anything you say will be written down and may produced at a time when you
say you have memory lapses.”
# Do not be distracted by any weird glasses, hairdo, snarl or display of teeth.
# UNDER NO circumstances turn your back on the candidate.
# Read the questions slowly using punctuation. Many candidates will be
unfamiliar with complex sentences and punctuation, so repeat and explain them
(with gestures if appropriate).
# At completion of the questionnaire ask the candidate whether they would like to
give you a donation to keep the results quiet. DO NOT use the word ‘bribe’.
Question 1 - Are you now, or have you ever been, a currency trader/ professional
gambler?
Answer 1 Yes, but I didn’t know what I was doing
Answer 2 Ask my press excretory that question (not a spellcheck problem)
Answer 3 My past activities have no bearing on my ability to serve as ******
Answer 4 Don’t remember. Will have to check with my mother.
Answer 5 I don’t understand the question

Question 2 - Have you a son/daughter/family pet who represents or supports
harmful or addictive industries/groups?
Answer 1 I have no knowledge or interest in what my children or pets do
Answer 2 It depends what you mean by harmful/addictive
Answer 3 My dog subscribed to ‘Hunting News’, but is now vegetarian
Answer 4 Drug Dealers make people happy and should be congratulated
Answer 5 I just obey orders and do what the Boss tells me.
Question 3 - Which of the following groups would you hug at photo opportunity?
Answer 1 Babies
Answer 2 Rugby players
Answer 3 Gays
Answer 4 All of the above
Answer 5 Anything that moves (excluding Winston Peters)
Question 4 - Who should pay for your underwear, porno movies and trips abroad
with ‘friends’
Answer 1 The taxpayer
Answer 2 All expenditure is approved by a committee of my colleagues
Answer 3 Parliamentary Services are very strict on expenses
Answer 4 My incredibly stressful job requires a few perks
Answer 5 Could credit cards be colour coded, as I don’t read well?
Question 5 - Does you or your spouse benefit from any industry or sector, which
your official position has some responsibility for?
Answer 1 I am uncertain as to what you mean by spouse
Answer 2 I always wondered whom that was who took the rubbish out
Answer 3 Please refer this question to the Minister for Benefits
Answer 4 I know where the bodies are buried so I will never be sacked.
Answer 5 Nobody will print these results as I know about journalists’ lives

Question 6 - Do any of the following apply to you?
Answer 1 A ‘volunteer’ for an NGO with salary of half a million dollars
Answer 2 A groupie for Don Brash
Answer 3 Been successfully solicited, by a man in a John Banks mask
Answer 4 Promised to live in my electorate but moved after election
Answer 5 Hired an expression/drama coach to appear sincere, when lying

Question 7 – I support arts and literature by:
Answer 1 Drooling over photographs of gang members
Answer 2 Purchasing historic books (that increase in value)
Answer 3 Funding accommodation for an impoverished artistic dancer
Answer 4 Keeping as far away from them as possible
Answer 5 Occasionally reading Bob Jones’ column in the NZ Herald
Question 8 – I contribute to society by:
Answer 1 Being a role model for the younger generation
Answer 2 Keeping the other lot (who are as bent as us), out of power
Answer 3 Appearing at anything where the media are present
Answer 4 Ensuring those on the fringe of legality, can better themselves
Answer 5 Spreading a humble, consistent, moral and ethical message
Question 9 – My favourite TV episode involving Jeremy Clarkson is;
Answer 1 him destroying lots of very expensive cars
Answer 2 him making fun of his mother’s incontinence
Answer 3 him declaiming Olde Englishe Nursery rhymes
Answer 4 “Cars made by jungle people who wear leaves as shoes”
Answer 5 All of them
Question 10 – I would never enter into a coalition with XXXX Party UNLESS
Answer 1 It looked as though I would lose power
Answer 2 I was promised a significant Cabinet post
Answer 3 I needed another 3 years of to qualify for a big pension
Answer 4 My party chairman started looking for a new leader
Answer 5 They had something on me
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Feel free to post any comments about your experiences, when administering the
survey, in the ‘Comments’ section of my website http://wealthalls.wordpress.com.
Scoring will appear there, one month before the election.
If at any stage you feel physically threatened by your candidate DO NOT CALL
the Minister for the Police, but dial 111 and ask for the Ambulance Service.
If you are seeking ‘advice’ from your candidate on immigration or setting up a
monopoly, ensure that all inducements are in low denomination US currency in a
brown paper bag. Receipts will not EVER be issued.

